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THE STATE OF THE ART

Latest “zoomed-in” runs:

• Resolution 50-160pc  ~ GMC 
scale

• Star particles ~ 1000-10000 Msun

• Cooling (with metal lines+H2) 
down to 200K 

• H2 self-shielding and H2 based 
SF

• Uniform UV background (mimics 
reionization)

• Several millions of particles per 
(main) galaxy at z=0. 

These Runs:

• Gasoline
• N-Body + Smoothed Particle 

Hydrodynamics (SPH)
• Star particles born with Kroupa IMF 
• “Blastwave” feedback model
• SN energy coupled to gas as thermal 

energy only
• Cooling shutoff in neighbor gas 

particles (adiabatic phase)



EXAMPLE SPIRAL USED IN THIS WORK

Christensen et al., 2014, MNRAS, 440, 2843

HI & H2 map of 2x1011 Msun galaxyHα map of MW-mass galaxy



GALAXIES MATCH OBSERVED SCALING 
RELATIONS

Baryonic Tully-Fisher 
Relation



MHI vs Mstar Relation

red = simulations

black points = data from 
J. Rosenberg

crosses = relation from 
Maddox et al. 2014

GALAXIES MATCH OBSERVED SCALING 
RELATIONS
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Fig. 2.— Stellar and gas mass versus optical scale length (α) in kpc. The open symbols are from the LSB

dwarf catalog, crosses are disks from de Jong (1996) and asterisks are Sc galaxies from Courteau (1996).

The separation of dwarfs and disks into two sequences is evident in the left panel. Sm class galaxies

from de Jong are shown as solid symbols and are typically found on the dwarf sequence. Biweight fits

to each sample is shown as dashed lines.
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Teyssier, Brooks, et al. (in prep)



GALAXIES MATCH OBSERVED SCALING 
RELATIONS

Outermost HI data 
vs Mstar

red = simulations

black line = fit to 
THINGS data from 
Brook & diCintio 

(submitted)



DO THE RELATIONS ALSO MATCH AT 
HIGH Z?

One would hope that the prescriptions that lead to a good 
match at the final time will hold across all times



HIGH Z STELLAR DISK SIZES MATCH

Brooks et al. (2011)

Berry et al. (2015)



BUT GAS FRACTIONS…



Z=0 MATCH DOES NOT GUARANTEE 
HIGH Z MATCH

movie courtesy O. Agertz



HOW TO MATCH EVERYTHING, INCLUDING 
THE HIGH Z MSTAR-MHALO RELATION

More feedback, 
please



USING THE FULL RANGE OF 
AVAILABLE FEEDBACK

Supernovae — the go to since the dawn of feedback, but massive 
stars don’t go SNe until ~4Myr after the star particle is born

Stellar winds — momentum injection from winds of massive 
stars (up to 1000 km/s)

UV ionization — formation of HII regions

Radiation pressure — momentum injection from scattering off 
dust grains (highly debated)
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YOUNG STAR FEEDBACK MATCHES 
EVERYTHING?



YOUNG STAR FEEDBACK MATCHES 
EVERYTHING?



THE DEVIL IS IN THE DETAILS

Simulated MW-
mass galaxies 

show too much 
outer disk growth, 
not enough central 

mass growth 
compared to 
observations

Aumer et al. (2014), data from van Dokkum et al. (2013)



YOUNG STAR FEEDBACK CAN’T MAKE 
THIN DISKS

Roskar et al. (2014)



THE NEXT CHALLENGE: 
MATCHING THE DETAILS OF THE ISM

Hopkins, Quatert, & Murray, MNRAS, 421, 3488 (2012)



THE TAKE AWAY

Simulators can make galaxies that match a lot of observed scaling 
relations as a function of z, and match the Mstar — Mhalo relation 

This does not mean we get everything right — we’re still 
struggling to understand the details of stellar feedback

Constraints will come from matching properties of (1) the ISM 
and (2) galactic winds, as a function of redshift



AND NOW FOR SOMETHING DIFFERENT: 
THE VELOCITY FUNCTION
Klypin et al. (2014) Ferrero et al. (2012)

The observed velocity function of galaxies can either be considered a “missing 
dwarf problem” for CDM, or and indication that dwarf galaxies are sitting in lower 

mass halos than predicted



BUT SIMULATIONS WITH BARYONS 
AGREE WITH DATA

Papastergis et al. (2014)



“OBSERVING”  THE SIMULATIONS IN HI

W50



WHAT IS THE EFFECT OF DARK 
MATTER CORE CREATION?



TWO PRIMARY CULPRITS: 
(1) HI DOESN’T TRACE VMAX

systematics push w to 
lower velocities



TWO PRIMARY CULPRITS: 
(2) DARK HALOS



CONCLUSIONS

Simulations can do a very good job of matching a lot of galaxy properties 
and relations

Future observations of the evolution of HI in galaxies are necessary to 
better constrain the simulations

The successes at z=0 allow for an examination of the HI velocity function

HI doesn’t trace full potential well — shifts dwarf galaxies to lower 
velocities

Likely, galaxies below the ALFALFA detection limit make up the remainder 
of the difference


